IMO® 2.0 Enhanced Terminology Platform (ETP)

The latest innovation to provide MEDITECH users with the most current dictionaries possible long into the future

ETP includes all these features

IMO 2.0 Appliance

**Silent Updates** for the IMO Appliance, with 60 updates. Our user-friendly IMO 2.0 dashboard confirms that your updates have been made. This platform not only gives you the benefit of the most current IMO Terminology, it also allows for future capabilities, such as adding Natural Language Processing.

Long Term Terminology Management (LTTM) including 6.1 transition migration

This is a terminology management solution to keep your dictionaries current well into the future with four major MEDITECH dictionary refreshes each year.

Map (IT)™ Access

Permanent access to this user-friendly reconciliation tool. With the robust search capabilities of Map (IT)™, accurate and efficient mapping is easy—you can search by keyword or any code set, then analyze any discrepancies between your maps and those from IMO.

CQM Dashboard

This compares your dictionaries to the latest CQM data and identifies where gaps or omissions may be—giving you visibility, and showing you where you need to focus.

IMO Anywhere®

This newest innovation is a standalone reference and training tool that allows you to search ICD-10 descriptions and modifiers on a handheld device, without having to access your main EHR.

Future-Proof Your EHR with IMO®

**Why Your Organization Needs IMO 2.0 ETP**

- The 2.0 appliance offers silent updates so it is always up-to-date with minimal user effort, while providing a foundation for your future needs such as Natural Language Processing
- LTTM allows you to continually refresh your dictionaries, leveraging IMO expertise in the continual mapping process
- CQM Dashboard gives you the ability to measure your dictionaries against what is required for current Meaningful Use standards, allowing you to focus
IMO® 2.0 Enhanced Terminology Platform (ETP)
Only for MEDITECH Users

About IMO 2.0
2.0 is the new terminology platform that gives you the best of IMO’s terminology and mapping process, plus room to grow. Think of it as the foundational technology to address all your clinical terminology needs.

IMO® Problem (IT)® Terminology
Comprehensive and clinician-friendly problem terminology
IMO Problem (IT)™ Terminology provides clinicians a way to enter a diagnosis into a patient’s Problem List without altering the familiar, clinical language they would normally use for that diagnosis. By mapping clinical terms to all standardized reimbursement codes,IMO solves the problem of forcing clinicians to remember the often awkward and cumbersome ICD coding language when documenting in their EHR.

IMO® Procedure (IT)® Terminology
Clinician and workflow-friendly procedure terminology
IMO Procedure (IT)™ Terminology offers clinically relevant procedure terminology over a wide variety of uses within EHR and HIT systems. This includes order entry, results reporting, charge entry, documentation of a performed activity, and documentation of a patient reported past surgery. With Procedure (IT)™ Terminology clinician workflow is maintained, the need to remember CPT®, ICD Procedures Vol. III, ICD-10-PCS, SNOMED®, LOINC®, RxNorm®, CVx, or HCPCS-specific terminology is eliminated, accurate documentation is annotated, and correct procedure billing is submitted.

Future-Proof Your EHR with IMO®
The IMO Way
The great differentiator of IMO is what we call The IMO Way. It is more than a process, methodology, or even a technology. IMO knows that having the right level of granularity is important to clinicians, and that the great promises of EHR’s are dependent on product structure and coding, which, if not done carefully, can be the antithesis of usability. IMO understands why EHR’s need terminology and “The IMO Way” is the difference. It transcends the individual, time, geography, and technology to capture true clinical intent in a structured, usable form, with the highest degree of accuracy, yet in a way that is least disruptive to the workflow.

Please follow, tweet and retweet @IMOsolutions to help us innovate together.
Like us on Facebook and visit our LinkedIn Page.